For more than 10 years biolution has been
supporting scientists in the application
and implementation of research projects.
These have resulted in projects worth
more than 30 M €.

“biolution provides excellent support
for strategic matters,
scientific content and layout!”
- Dr. Andreas Bergthaler,
ERC Start Grant, CeMM, Vienna, Austria

“The support by biolution was helpful
during stage one of the call, but
absolutely essential to obtain our
H2020 grant in stage two.”
- Prof. Henry Völzke, MD
Coordinator of EUthyroid
University Greifswald, Germany
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The opportunities are enormous, but the
challenges to obtain H2020 funding can
be daunting. biolution has already started
its first Horizon 2020 project and supported several ERC grants successfully.

Contrary to popular belief, researchers
are frequently highly effective communicators within their field of research. They
communicate their research to peers,
which determines their standing within
the scientific community.

Humans are visual by nature and process
images better than anything. In fact,
90% of information transmitted to the
brain is visual. Therefore visualisations
are essential to deal not only with complex, but also large scientific data sets.

“None of us is as smart as all of us.”

“Knowledge has no value unless you share it.”

“Images speak louder than words.“
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biolution provides professional, fast and
reliable support for you, your research
institute or company, when you apply for
or execute externally funded research projects. Based on a successful performance
during FP7, biolution has become Austria’s
premier service provider for the application, implementation and management of
research projects in the life sciences.

Only by communicating to stakeholders
outside of their immediate area are the
extrinsic value and societal impact of
research results realised. These external
communication tasks can pose a challenge to many scientists, if internal support
is lacking. Without time, experience, or
access to the appropriate communication
tools and channels external communication is frequently neglected.

Rooted in our comprehensive research
expertise and longstanding interest in
science communication, our team provides you with outstanding scientific
images. Professionally executed visuals
by biolution from information graphics to
videos can be used for various media
channels and different target audiences,
providing a significant return on investment of time and resources.

Contact us if you want to realise your research plans with the financial support of
any competitive funding body.

Contact us, if you plan on improving your
communication with a competent partner,
who understands your research.

Contact us if you want to convert your
research data into attractive and informative scientific visuals.
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